
                                                                                                                                                                       

Language Culture Course Description 

Faculty: Faculty of Natural Sciences 

Study program: Physics 

Course Title: Language Culture 

Course Credits: 2 (ECTS) 

Language of Instruction: Albanian 

Course Description: Writing process, research essay, paragraph, linear paragraph, branching, 

circular, free, text, introduction, quotations, bibliography, letter, postcard, minutes, report, 

summary, CV, enrichment of the Albanian language, cleaning of the Albanian language, 

spelling, orthography, phonetic, morphological, lexico-grammatical and semantic principle, 

spelling of vowels, lowercase English, spelling of groups of vowels and consonants, spelling of 

foreign words, punctuation marks, periods, question marks, semicolons, exclamation marks, 

colons, quotation marks, commas. 

 

Course Goals: The Language Culture subject aims to provide students with the model of the 

Albanian written literary language norm between the exercise tasks and new information. 

Studying for a theoretical and practical acquisition of spelling problems, its rules will be seen 

within their system, and on the other hand, in close connection with the literary language system 

in general, especially with the phonetic, morphological and word-forming system. Through 

theoretical and practical lessons, students will observe the application of spelling principles. The 

phonetic principle, as the fundamental principle which requires that words be written as they are 

pronounced, is harmoniously interwoven with the morphological principle, which requires that 

words and their meaningful parts be written the same, regardless of sound changes caused by 

phonetic laws that operate today in the Albanian language or with the historical-traditional 

principle. the student from the linguistic side of how to clearly write the standard language. It 

also enables the provision of basic and valuable knowledge for the writing of professionals who 

prepare in university classrooms. The course requires that through lectures, seminars and 

university practice, the student achieves: Create a scientific paper, learn the process of drafting 

an argumentative-persuasive and research-scientific essay, the student realizes a professional 

writing, learns the realization of a topic diploma. 

 

Course Requirements: The assessments which contribute to course score are listed below: 

- Activation in seminar sessions 10 points 

- Course assignment  10 points 

- Written assignment  40 points 

- Written exam    40 points 
 

Grading: The above activities constitute a quantity of 100 points which are converted into the 

respective grades: 

0-44 points  ->grade4;  

45-54points ->grade 5;  



55-64points ->grade 6;  

65-74points ->grade 7;  

75-84 points  ->grade 8;  

85-94points ->grade 9;  

95-100 points  ->grade 10 

Course Schedule: The course extends over the second semester of the second year of study. The 

student will have the opportunity to attend 2 hours of lectures and 2 hours of seminar per week.  

Attendance: 

− Lectures are optional 

− Seminars should be attended to 75% (when the student participates less than 75% does not have the 

right to attend the exam but passes in the next season) 

 


